IMAGINE IF..
FINDING OPPORTUNITY

Choose an object or system. Ask questions such as:
How could you make it more effective? (work better)
How could you make it more efficient? (easier to use;
faster to use)
How could you make it more ethical? (better for the
community; easier to share; safer; more fair)
How could you make it more beautiful?
How could you make it ____________?
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IMAGINE IF…
What Kind of Thinking Does This Routine Encourage?
This routine encourages divergent thinking by prompting students to think of new possibilities for
an object or system. It can also encourage convergent thinking by giving students a basis from
which to narrow down their ideas so they can redesign or hack an object or a system. Ultimately,
this thinking routine is about finding opportunity and pursuing new ideas.
When and How Can I Use This Routine?
You can use this thinking routine to explore any object or system. Though you can use this
thinking routine on its own, we suggest you use it in combination with other Agency by Design
thinking routines that encourage students to think more deeply about the object or system they
are working with.
•

This routine provides an opportunity for children to make their thinking visible. Children can
show their ideas through drawings, role play, and/or writing.

•

If you are using this thinking routine with young learners, consider having them think about an
object or a system they have direct experience with. This way, all children can apply and build
upon their prior knowledge in meaningful ways. We suggest you start with objects or systems
in your classroom or community that students use regularly.

•

Help children develop their language and literacy skills by facilitating class discussions and/or
by encouraging them to brainstorm and share ideas with a partner.

•

This thinking routine asks students to imagine how to make an object or system “more
ethical.” You will likely need to define “more ethical” for young learners by narrowing the
scope of the term (for example, replacing “more ethical” with “better for the community”
or “better for the environment”). When doing this, consider drawing upon your school
community for guidance to ensure that you are focusing student thinking in ways that support
the ethical behaviors that your school community is working to promote.

•

To prepare children for using this thinking routine, consider using the Think, Feel, Care
thinking routine. This will help children think about the desires and needs of people within
the system, which will give them the background they need to imagine ways to improve the
system for these people.

Note: This thinking routine is adapted from the Agency by Design Imagine If... thinking routine.

